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The CompanyThe Company
nn HAM is a limited liability company founded HAM is a limited liability company founded 

by the family members of Armen Mehrabyan by the family members of Armen Mehrabyan 
(owner/creator and marketing manager of the (owner/creator and marketing manager of the 
company) in 1996.  It was registered in company) in 1996.  It was registered in 
October 1996 in the State Registrar of RA October 1996 in the State Registrar of RA 
(certificate of registration # 028973).  (certificate of registration # 028973).  

nn The company has a license for production of The company has a license for production of 
herbal teas and spices from the Ministry of herbal teas and spices from the Ministry of 
Agriculture of RA as well as permission for Agriculture of RA as well as permission for 
harvesting herbs from the forests.harvesting herbs from the forests.

nn HAM is based in the HAM is based in the MehrabianMehrabian familyfamily’’s s 
hometown, hometown, OdzunOdzun, located about 200 km north , located about 200 km north 
east of Yerevan, in high mountains, an area east of Yerevan, in high mountains, an area 
known for its favourable climate and rich known for its favourable climate and rich 
fauna. fauna. 



Mission StatementMission Statement

HAMHAM’’ss mission is to be a worldmission is to be a world--
renowned developer and supplier renowned developer and supplier 
of exceptional quality of wild of exceptional quality of wild 
crafted herbal teas based on the crafted herbal teas based on the 
rehabilitated ancient Armenian rehabilitated ancient Armenian 
technologies, culture and recipes, technologies, culture and recipes, 
and to supply its consumers and to supply its consumers 
worldwide with organic products worldwide with organic products 
to their highest satisfaction and to their highest satisfaction and 
ultimate enjoyment.ultimate enjoyment.

ANCIENTHERBALS®



The HistoryThe History
nnHAM is a small family business, engaged in production of wild HAM is a small family business, engaged in production of wild 
crafted herbal teas.  Since its establishment in 1996, HAM has crafted herbal teas.  Since its establishment in 1996, HAM has 
aimed to have a unique position in the Armenian as well as foreiaimed to have a unique position in the Armenian as well as foreign gn 
markets.  markets.  

nnAll of HAM herbal tea blends are prepared according to All of HAM herbal tea blends are prepared according to 
rehabilitated ancient Armenian technologies and recipes.  All rarehabilitated ancient Armenian technologies and recipes.  All raw w 
materials used in the production are wild crafted from materials used in the production are wild crafted from 
mountainous areas of Armenia (Lori Region mostly) and are 100% mountainous areas of Armenia (Lori Region mostly) and are 100% 
natural wild crafted: herbs are handpicked by local peasants fronatural wild crafted: herbs are handpicked by local peasants from m 
their native originstheir native origins..

nnHAM started its operations producing two herbal spice mixtures HAM started its operations producing two herbal spice mixtures 
in small quantities, with a total volume of 500kg.  In 1998, HAMin small quantities, with a total volume of 500kg.  In 1998, HAM
produced 12 different spices and 9 types of herbal teas, with a produced 12 different spices and 9 types of herbal teas, with a total total 
volume of 800kg.  In 1999 and 2000 production volumes were volume of 800kg.  In 1999 and 2000 production volumes were 
1200kg and 1800kg respectively.  The Company continued to 1200kg and 1800kg respectively.  The Company continued to 
grow in 2001, increasing production and sales volumes to reach grow in 2001, increasing production and sales volumes to reach 
around 2.2 tons. around 2.2 tons. 

nnCurrently HAM produces about 18 herbal teas and tea blends, Currently HAM produces about 18 herbal teas and tea blends, 
and exports some of these to the US, Canada, Italy, Russia, etc and exports some of these to the US, Canada, Italy, Russia, etc 
under the Trade Mark "Ancient Herbalsunder the Trade Mark "Ancient Herbals““, , ““ArmenianteaArmeniantea”” and and 
““eXclusiviTeaeXclusiviTea””.  .  



nn HAMHAM’’ss teas have passed ORGANIC certification and exported teas have passed ORGANIC certification and exported 
to the highto the high--end boutique specialty shops to Italy, France, Russia, end boutique specialty shops to Italy, France, Russia, 
Japan, etc and growing his market of Private Label exclusive Japan, etc and growing his market of Private Label exclusive 
infussioninfussion..

nn HAM is to be a recognised supplier of unique herb processing HAM is to be a recognised supplier of unique herb processing 
technologies and know how to contribute to the success of its technologies and know how to contribute to the success of its 
partnerspartners--clients businesses worldwide.clients businesses worldwide.

nnHAMHAM’’ss teas have passed teas have passed 
registration & certification of US registration & certification of US 
Food and Drug Administration Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) as well as ISO 9001:2000 (FDA) as well as ISO 9001:2000 
by QMI Canada and were tested by QMI Canada and were tested 
for product quality and certified for product quality and certified 
in Italy, France, Germany, in Italy, France, Germany, 
Russia, Japan, Switzerland, etc.  Russia, Japan, Switzerland, etc.  



nn The main target market for The main target market for HAMHAM’’ss products in 1998products in 1998--2006 was the USA. 2006 was the USA. 
Providing recent efforts and contacts established in France, ItaProviding recent efforts and contacts established in France, Italy, Canada ly, Canada 
and Holland prove successful, European markets may become the seand Holland prove successful, European markets may become the second cond 
largest (with potential to become the first) in the near future.largest (with potential to become the first) in the near future. Russia and Russia and 
Japan are also considered markets with high potential and attracJapan are also considered markets with high potential and attractiveness, tiveness, 
mostly due to the established contacts and capable partners readmostly due to the established contacts and capable partners ready to support y to support 
with the market penetration, however not for immediate considerawith the market penetration, however not for immediate consideration.tion.

nn In 2006, with the assistance of the US Department of AgricultureIn 2006, with the assistance of the US Department of Agriculture HAM HAM 
plans to enlarge his value add niche product markets to Russia, plans to enlarge his value add niche product markets to Russia, Japan and Japan and 
EU. EU. 

nn Since 2009 HAM obtain Organic Certification that provides largerSince 2009 HAM obtain Organic Certification that provides larger
opportunities for opportunities for HAMHAM’’ss products in international markets.products in international markets.

nn Since 1998 the company Since 1998 the company 
mainly focused on export to mainly focused on export to 
EU countries and local EU countries and local 
market as well.market as well.



Management StructureManagement StructureManagement Structure
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Management and OrganizationManagement and Organization
Management TeamManagement Team
HAM Ltd. is currently managed by the following HAM Ltd. is currently managed by the following MehrabianMehrabian family members:family members:
Mr. Nerses Badalyan Mr. Nerses Badalyan –– General managerGeneral manager
Mr. Armen Mehrabyan Mr. Armen Mehrabyan -- Owner and Marketing ManagerOwner and Marketing Manager
Mr. Mr. CheliuskinCheliuskin MehrabianMehrabian -- Production ManagerProduction Manager
Ms. Ms. SedaSeda KostandianKostandian -- Quality Control and Warehouse ManagerQuality Control and Warehouse Manager
Mr. Rafael Mr. Rafael BaghdasaryanBaghdasaryan –– Financial ManagerFinancial Manager

Collectors of Herbs Seasonal Workers

Cheluskin Mehrabian
Production Manager

MEM Imports
Distributor in Russia

Armen Mehrabian
CEO and Marketing Manager

Seda Kostandian
Quality Control Manager

Rafael Baghdassarian
Accountant



The opportunityThe opportunity
This business was created to utilize the  natural resources oThis business was created to utilize the  natural resources of  f  
Armenia in the form of a wide variety of wild herbs with high Armenia in the form of a wide variety of wild herbs with high 
excellent aromatic features (high contents of different essentiaexcellent aromatic features (high contents of different essential oils l oils 
developed by the herbs of this region) due to the variety of developed by the herbs of this region) due to the variety of 
geographic climate zones presented  in the country as well as thgeographic climate zones presented  in the country as well as the e 
professional expertise of the founders & consultants.professional expertise of the founders & consultants.



The goalsThe goals

nn building a of farmer/ supplier union engaged in multiplying relebuilding a of farmer/ supplier union engaged in multiplying relevant vant 
wild plants, by raising funds for technical assistance for partiwild plants, by raising funds for technical assistance for participants of cipants of 
this industry, for this industry, for 

nn establishing quality control facilities and procedures for all iestablishing quality control facilities and procedures for all industry ndustry 
participants that will allow to participants that will allow to 

nn meet the minimum quality standards of countries of destination tmeet the minimum quality standards of countries of destination to o 
facilitate exports of these products from Armenia.facilitate exports of these products from Armenia.

Based on the analyses of the 9 Based on the analyses of the 9 
years activities HAM Ltd. revised years activities HAM Ltd. revised 
its goals and objectives. its goals and objectives. 

It strives for It strives for 

nn developing herbs and spices developing herbs and spices 
producing industry in Armenia by producing industry in Armenia by 



System IllustrationSystem IllustrationSystem Illustration
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CURRENT PRODUCT LINECURRENT PRODUCT LINE

CurrentCurrent herbalherbal teasteas andand teatea blendsblends includeinclude::
Rare Tea (wood box):Rare Tea (wood box):

ArmenianArmenian TeaTea SelectionSelection ((largelarge woodwood--boxbox withwith fivefive blendsblends)),, Queen Nectar (Special Tea Queen Nectar (Special Tea 
bags in Cotton covered box), bags in Cotton covered box), SanahinSanahin (Elderflowers and Linden flowers nectars)(Elderflowers and Linden flowers nectars)

Boutique Tea/ (cotton sack)Boutique Tea/ (cotton sack)
MediterraneanMediterranean MintMint ; ; ArmenianArmenian BlendBlend ;;AniAni Blend ; Blend ; ArevicArevic TeaTea ;;OrientOrient BlendBlend

Fruit Tea (paper bag):Fruit Tea (paper bag): Armenian Apricot Tea , Ancient BerryArmenian Apricot Tea , Ancient Berry
Private Blends:Private Blends: Teas prepared by special order, with the name of the customer. Teas prepared by special order, with the name of the customer. 

HAM HAM currentlycurrently producesproduces 1188 differentdifferent teasteas andand teatea
blendsblends.  .  ItIt alsoalso hashas experimentedexperimented withwith thethe productionproduction ofof
spicesspices, , mainlymainly usedused forfor testtest marketingmarketing andand limitedlimited
quantityquantity producedproduced forfor specialspecial customerscustomers.  .  
TheThe ownerowner ofof HAM HAM hashas alsoalso donedone extensiveextensive researchresearch onon
iceice teatea productionproduction andand duringduring thethe summersummer monthsmonths, , 
suppliedsupplied icediced teasteas toto twotwo restaurantsrestaurants inin thethe locallocal marketmarket. . 
ThisThis activityactivity willwill continuecontinue duringduring thethe comingcoming yearsyears..
ProductionProduction mixmix comprisescomprises ofof 75% 75% ofof traditionallytraditionally
packagedpackaged qualityquality teatea andand 25%  25%  looseloose--leafleaf qualityquality herbalherbal
blendsblends. . 



Product developmentProduct development

nn HAM will continue supplying its packaged teas to the Armenian maHAM will continue supplying its packaged teas to the Armenian market rket 
and for international markets (mostly US, Canada and Europe) HAMand for international markets (mostly US, Canada and Europe) HAM may may 
consider working with Companies, which are already in the busineconsider working with Companies, which are already in the business and ss and 
already have an established network.  already have an established network.  

nn The company already began its hot tea program with local hotels The company already began its hot tea program with local hotels (Armenia, (Armenia, 
AniAni Golden Tulip Yerevan etc.) and restaurants (The Club, Golden Tulip Yerevan etc.) and restaurants (The Club, DolmamaDolmama, etc.) , etc.) 
and is planning to starts its Ice Tea Program from May 2012.and is planning to starts its Ice Tea Program from May 2012.

nn Same Program Same Program -- Hot tea distribution and Iced Tea Program , since 1998 Hot tea distribution and Iced Tea Program , since 1998 
HAM is implementing with high restaurant and special store chainHAM is implementing with high restaurant and special store chains in the s in the 
US.US.

nn For the coming three years, HAM will continue For the coming three years, HAM will continue 
concentrating on a rare herbal blends, having its priority concentrating on a rare herbal blends, having its priority 
in specialty tea market.  Along with the already existing in specialty tea market.  Along with the already existing 
blends HAM will offer few new blends, which will be blends HAM will offer few new blends, which will be 
produced and introduced to the market in 2011.  produced and introduced to the market in 2011.  HAM'sHAM's
strategy will be to introduce at least one new blend to the strategy will be to introduce at least one new blend to the 
market annually.  market annually.  
nnCurrently there is a trend among herbal loose tea Currently there is a trend among herbal loose tea 
producers to switch to packaged tea production and producers to switch to packaged tea production and 
marketing, in particular to hand made teamarketing, in particular to hand made tea--bags.  bags.  



Production FacilitiesProduction Facilities
HAM production facilities are located in the village HAM production facilities are located in the village OdzounOdzoun, Lori region, with , Lori region, with 

storage facilities located in storage facilities located in AlaverdiAlaverdi town, town, OdzounOdzoun and and AkhtalaAkhtala villages.  villages.  
Current facilities of HAM include the following:Current facilities of HAM include the following:
nn Production premises (100 sq. m.)Production premises (100 sq. m.)
nn Electrical drier (capacity 500 kg per 10 hours)Electrical drier (capacity 500 kg per 10 hours)
nn Cutting machine (capacity 500 kg per day)Cutting machine (capacity 500 kg per day)
nn Laboratory equipment for taste & quality control analysis (USDA Laboratory equipment for taste & quality control analysis (USDA grant)grant)
nn TESTO moisture meterTESTO moisture meter
nn Production space for the millProduction space for the mill
nn Weight (balance) semiautomatic (up to 2 tons)Weight (balance) semiautomatic (up to 2 tons)
nn Two "Natural" ceramic roof dryers (capacity 200 kg per 78 hours Two "Natural" ceramic roof dryers (capacity 200 kg per 78 hours and 500 kg and 500 kg 

per 48 hours)per 48 hours)
nn Manual packaging tools Manual packaging tools 
nn Warehouse (100 sq. m.)Warehouse (100 sq. m.)
nn Warehouse (80 sq. m.)Warehouse (80 sq. m.)
nn The total storage capacity of both warehouses is 8 The total storage capacity of both warehouses is 8 –– 10 tons of final products.  10 tons of final products.  
nn Existing production premises are in relatively good condition; hExisting production premises are in relatively good condition; however they owever they 

need additional repair to enable the Company comply with new quaneed additional repair to enable the Company comply with new quantitative and ntitative and 
qualitative requirements of the business. qualitative requirements of the business. 



Production cycle chartProduction cycle chart
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The output levels.The output levels.
nn In 1996 two types of herbal spice mixtures including salts were In 1996 two types of herbal spice mixtures including salts were 

produced, total volume of finished goods were 25,000 packs of 20produced, total volume of finished goods were 25,000 packs of 20
grams.grams.

nn In 1997  11 types of spices with total volume of 20,000 packs weIn 1997  11 types of spices with total volume of 20,000 packs were re 
produced for Russian market, 17 types of spices with total volumproduced for Russian market, 17 types of spices with total volume of  e of  
2,000  packs for local market, 1,000 packs of Hot sauce seasonin2,000  packs for local market, 1,000 packs of Hot sauce seasonings for gs for 
VOCA'sVOCA's testtest--marketing project,  4,000 packs of spices with salt for marketing project,  4,000 packs of spices with salt for 
local market, 6 types of herbal teas with total volume of 1,800 local market, 6 types of herbal teas with total volume of 1,800 packs.packs.

nn In 1998 produced 6 types of herbal teas with total volume of  6,In 1998 produced 6 types of herbal teas with total volume of  6,000 000 
packs and 3 types of new herb tea blends for testpacks and 3 types of new herb tea blends for test--marketing.marketing.

nn In 1999 HAM produced 7 types of herbal teas with total volume ofIn 1999 HAM produced 7 types of herbal teas with total volume of
300 kilo for export to US for test300 kilo for export to US for test--marketing.marketing.

nn In 2000 HAM produced 7 types of herbal teas with total volume ofIn 2000 HAM produced 7 types of herbal teas with total volume of
1,650 kilo for export to high restaurant and stores in the US: s1,650 kilo for export to high restaurant and stores in the US: some ome 
products were exported to Czech Republic and Germany for testproducts were exported to Czech Republic and Germany for test--
marketing. marketing. 

nn In 2001 HAM is fulfilling orders from the US (the main market), In 2001 HAM is fulfilling orders from the US (the main market), 
Czech Republic, Germany and France.  Most of the products Czech Republic, Germany and France.  Most of the products 
distributed in the local market have been sold in first three modistributed in the local market have been sold in first three months.nths.

nn Overall current orders are tree time more than what was producedOverall current orders are tree time more than what was produced in in 
2001. 2001. 



Quality ControlQuality Control
HAM pays special attention to the quality of the used raw HAM pays special attention to the quality of the used raw 
materials, as well as the whole production process.  materials, as well as the whole production process.  
The company closely works with the Armenian Agricultural The company closely works with the Armenian Agricultural 
Academy, Armenian Institute of Hygiene of the Ministry of HealthAcademy, Armenian Institute of Hygiene of the Ministry of Health
and the National Sanitary Inspection, carrying out chemical, and the National Sanitary Inspection, carrying out chemical, 
bacteriological, underground water, soil and plant analysis.  Itbacteriological, underground water, soil and plant analysis.  It has has 
also established its own laboratory to secure the needed qualityalso established its own laboratory to secure the needed quality of of 
the products. the products. 
HAM strongly adheres to ASTA standards.  Furthermore, the HAM strongly adheres to ASTA standards.  Furthermore, the 
following internal quality control procedures are implemented: following internal quality control procedures are implemented: 

nnAnalysis of soil  Analysis of soil  -- for content of heavy metals and fungi, level of radiation, presfor content of heavy metals and fungi, level of radiation, presence of ence of 
underground water, etc.,underground water, etc.,
nnAnalysis of irrigation water Analysis of irrigation water –– bacteriological tests, pH, bacteriologic contents of pesticidesbacteriological tests, pH, bacteriologic contents of pesticides, , 
herbicides and herbicides and fertilisersfertilisers,,
nnAnalysis of green herbs Analysis of green herbs -- microbiological and chemical tests,microbiological and chemical tests,
nnAnalysis of dried herbs Analysis of dried herbs -- microbiological and chemical tests, fungi and chemical tests,microbiological and chemical tests, fungi and chemical tests,
nnHealth control Health control -- of all employees engaged in all stages of production,of all employees engaged in all stages of production,
nnDisinfecting of production facilities in the beginning of the seDisinfecting of production facilities in the beginning of the season,ason,
nnDisinfecting of warehouses,Disinfecting of warehouses,
nnDisinfecting of packaging tools and materials.Disinfecting of packaging tools and materials.
nnAll employees working with herbs undergo periodic health and sanAll employees working with herbs undergo periodic health and sanitary assessments and receive itary assessments and receive 
formal certificatesformal certificates--permits to work with the product.permits to work with the product.



Certification and Quality AssuranceCertification and Quality Assurance

nn All products exported by HAM have international certificates of All products exported by HAM have international certificates of 
quality; in particular they have passed certification of US Foodquality; in particular they have passed certification of US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) and were tested and certified in and Drug Administration (FDA) and were tested and certified in 
Italy, France, Germany, Russia, Japan, Switzerland, etc.Italy, France, Germany, Russia, Japan, Switzerland, etc.

nn In 2009 the Company obtain organic certification that helps In 2009 the Company obtain organic certification that helps 
provide larger opportunities for provide larger opportunities for HAMHAM’’ss products in international products in international 
markets. markets. 

nn Technical conditions of all herbal teas produced by Technical conditions of all herbal teas produced by 
HAM are confirmed and registered by the State HAM are confirmed and registered by the State 
StandardisationStandardisation Department of RA and are licensed Department of RA and are licensed 
by the Licensing Department of the Ministry of by the Licensing Department of the Ministry of 
Agriculture of RA as tea substitutes and spices, as Agriculture of RA as tea substitutes and spices, as 
well as registered under "Ancient Herbals" and  well as registered under "Ancient Herbals" and  
““PlantManPlantMan”” trademarks.  trademarks.  



Research and DevelopmentResearch and Development
nn Armen Armen MehrabianMehrabian is responsible for research and development activities, is responsible for research and development activities, 

particularly development of new recipes, products and productionparticularly development of new recipes, products and production techniques. He techniques. He 
has made a research on old Armenian technologies of food processhas made a research on old Armenian technologies of food processing as a ing as a 
dissertation theme in the field of Ethno agronomy in the Institudissertation theme in the field of Ethno agronomy in the Institute of Ethnography of te of Ethnography of 
Academy of Sciences of Armenia.  Academy of Sciences of Armenia.  

nn All recipes and technologies used in the production process areAll recipes and technologies used in the production process are rehabilitated from rehabilitated from 
ancient Armenian manuscripts by Armen.  ancient Armenian manuscripts by Armen.  

nn Currently he is working on the technological improvement of the Currently he is working on the technological improvement of the fumigation fumigation 
process to prevent spoilage of the products by fungi. He also coprocess to prevent spoilage of the products by fungi. He also constantly works on nstantly works on 
creation of new recipes and products and improving the existing creation of new recipes and products and improving the existing ones. Next year ones. Next year 
two new tea blends will be offered for test marketing.         two new tea blends will be offered for test marketing.         

nn The Company uses specific technology for dealing with each herb The Company uses specific technology for dealing with each herb and preparing and preparing 
each blend.  each blend.  

nn Harvesting of plants is done taking into account moon and sun phHarvesting of plants is done taking into account moon and sun phases and plant ases and plant 
specifications, according to the instructions derived from anciespecifications, according to the instructions derived from ancient Armenian nt Armenian 
manuscripts. manuscripts. 

nn Specific drying system and natural fermentation cycles are used Specific drying system and natural fermentation cycles are used for each herb. For for each herb. For 
example, linden goes through 12 different processing cycles. example, linden goes through 12 different processing cycles. 

nn Special fumigation technology is used, with different fumigationSpecial fumigation technology is used, with different fumigation cycle, fumigation cycle, fumigation 
time, temperature and humidity parameter for each plant.time, temperature and humidity parameter for each plant.

nn HAM is work in coHAM is work in co--operation with several scientific institutions of Armenia , operation with several scientific institutions of Armenia , 
particularly with Institute of Microbiology of Armenian Nationalparticularly with Institute of Microbiology of Armenian National Academy of Academy of 
Science on Functional Food topic. Science on Functional Food topic. 



Markets and MarketingMarkets and Marketing
nn According to the Herb Research Foundation, the US Herbal DietaryAccording to the Herb Research Foundation, the US Herbal Dietary Supplement Supplement 

Market has 25% annual growth rate, and currently is estimated atMarket has 25% annual growth rate, and currently is estimated at 66--7 billion USD.  The 7 billion USD.  The 
European market is more mature, though and is bigger at least byEuropean market is more mature, though and is bigger at least by 30% than the US market.  30% than the US market.  

nn The overall team market grew only 1%, however, between 1995The overall team market grew only 1%, however, between 1995--2000, after 2000, after 
adjusting for inflation, rising from 1.4 billion to 1.5 billion.adjusting for inflation, rising from 1.4 billion to 1.5 billion. While this is not a promising While this is not a promising 
growth, an analyses of the performance of different segments shogrowth, an analyses of the performance of different segments shows that the declining ws that the declining 
sales in the instant segment account for the slow growth.  Salessales in the instant segment account for the slow growth.  Sales of bag/loose tea increased of bag/loose tea increased 
10% between the said period and ready to drink (RTD)/refrigerate10% between the said period and ready to drink (RTD)/refrigerated teas sales grew 4%.  d teas sales grew 4%.  
Instant tea sales, however, were down 21%.  According to the anaInstant tea sales, however, were down 21%.  According to the analyses, loose and RTD lyses, loose and RTD 
teas are likely to see continued sales increases in large measurteas are likely to see continued sales increases in large measure, because of new flavor e, because of new flavor 
innovations, good news about the health benefits of tea and innovations, good news about the health benefits of tea and favourablefavourable demographic demographic 
changes.  The instant market is likely to continue declining, hochanges.  The instant market is likely to continue declining, however, since this sector is wever, since this sector is 
not fully competitive with loose tea when it comes to not fully competitive with loose tea when it comes to flavourflavour and are not as and are not as ““instantinstant”” as as 
singlesingle--serve RTD teas or cartons and gallons of refrigerated teas, bothserve RTD teas or cartons and gallons of refrigerated teas, both of which are ready of which are ready 
to drink without any preparation, and growing in popularity.to drink without any preparation, and growing in popularity.

nn GrowerGrower’’s Guideliness Guidelines
Purity of raw materials is an area of major concern to US buyersPurity of raw materials is an area of major concern to US buyers.  It is determined that the .  It is determined that the 
growers from developing countries may focus on quality, but lackgrowers from developing countries may focus on quality, but lack awareness and education awareness and education 
about purity.  For example, a carefully cultivated herb crop mayabout purity.  For example, a carefully cultivated herb crop may be contaminated by bugs be contaminated by bugs 
during storage, turning a high quality product into a substandarduring storage, turning a high quality product into a substandard one.  Another barrier to d one.  Another barrier to 
doing business is the requirement that buyers pay in advance.  Tdoing business is the requirement that buyers pay in advance.  This is highly unusual in his is highly unusual in 
most commodity markets, and most commodity markets, and favourablefavourable terms can make the difference in purchasing terms can make the difference in purchasing 
decision.decision.



US MarketUS Market
nn The United States imports over 7 thousand The United States imports over 7 thousand MTsMTs (US$ 45 million) of plants and (US$ 45 million) of plants and 

plant parts for use in herbal teas in 2001, an increase of 71% iplant parts for use in herbal teas in 2001, an increase of 71% in volume and 149% n volume and 149% 
in value from 1998 levels.  Herbal teas have soared in popularitin value from 1998 levels.  Herbal teas have soared in popularity over the past y over the past 
several years in the US: even major coffee chains have started sseveral years in the US: even major coffee chains have started selling this product.elling this product.

nn China leads the list of importers in terms of volume and value (China leads the list of importers in terms of volume and value (twice or three times twice or three times 
as much as the next importeras much as the next importer--country).  Chile, Taiwan, Mexico, Spain and Germany country).  Chile, Taiwan, Mexico, Spain and Germany 
are also among the leading importers to the US.are also among the leading importers to the US.

EuropeEurope
nn Germany is an even larger importer of herbal tea ingredients.  IGermany is an even larger importer of herbal tea ingredients.  Imports mports totalledtotalled

nearly 4 times what US has imported.  The product intended exclunearly 4 times what US has imported.  The product intended exclusively for herbal sively for herbal 
teas made up oneteas made up one--quarter of total imports.  Poland, Bulgaria, Chile, Austria, US,quarter of total imports.  Poland, Bulgaria, Chile, Austria, US,
Egypt, and India are the leading importers to Germany.Egypt, and India are the leading importers to Germany.

Comparison of input and outputComparison of input and output
nn It is clear that companies from US and Europe pay only a fractioIt is clear that companies from US and Europe pay only a fraction of their sales n of their sales 

revenue to their suppliers: for the US it is less than 10%; in Erevenue to their suppliers: for the US it is less than 10%; in Europe, particularly in urope, particularly in 
Germany, this figure is higher Germany, this figure is higher –– and is close to 20% and is close to 20% –– which speaks of quality vs. which speaks of quality vs. 
price orientation of the German importers.  Much of the value adprice orientation of the German importers.  Much of the value addition is done by dition is done by 
the final producers/distributors/retailers.  This makes the compthe final producers/distributors/retailers.  This makes the competition over the etition over the 
supply side severe, and mostly on the price end. supply side severe, and mostly on the price end. 



Plan of ActionPlan of Action
nn HAM management, mostly General Manager, should focus on HAM management, mostly General Manager, should focus on 

the main activity of the business.  In particular, he should the main activity of the business.  In particular, he should 
invest time to get a better understanding of financial planning invest time to get a better understanding of financial planning 
to as much as possible avoid cash flow problems in future, to as much as possible avoid cash flow problems in future, 
have better understanding on costhave better understanding on cost--profits considerations of the profits considerations of the 
business, have better and quality information on the markets to business, have better and quality information on the markets to 
base upon when developing new blends and making decisions, base upon when developing new blends and making decisions, 
try to outsource much of the administrative and production try to outsource much of the administrative and production 
work, and get more concentrated on the marketing and sales work, and get more concentrated on the marketing and sales 
(not to jump on all the support available, and avoid taking trip(not to jump on all the support available, and avoid taking trips s 
and assignments that do not clearly contribute to and assignments that do not clearly contribute to HAMHAM’’ss goals goals 
and objectives); explore and develop more extensively his and objectives); explore and develop more extensively his 
contacts and links to achieve better commercial results and contacts and links to achieve better commercial results and 
access new markets and financing/investment as needed.  access new markets and financing/investment as needed.  

nn HAM shall try to develop/obtain rights over territories where itHAM shall try to develop/obtain rights over territories where it
could have a better control on its raw materials and supply.   could have a better control on its raw materials and supply.   
This is critical for its main export blends, and will become This is critical for its main export blends, and will become 
more and more important as the sale and production volumes more and more important as the sale and production volumes 
grow.  grow.  



nn HAM shall try to build on the success already achieved with the HAM shall try to build on the success already achieved with the support of its support of its 
distributors.  HAM shall seek new partners in the US, Canada anddistributors.  HAM shall seek new partners in the US, Canada and European European 
market, however better if among distributors supplying the same market, however better if among distributors supplying the same chains and chains and 
restaurants (at Marriott and Sheraton).   HAM should work closelrestaurants (at Marriott and Sheraton).   HAM should work closely with its y with its 
potential European distributors. Entering the German market may potential European distributors. Entering the German market may provide provide 
additional benefits and leverage for HAM in its negotiations witadditional benefits and leverage for HAM in its negotiations with distributors in h distributors in 
other markets, including the US.other markets, including the US.

nn HAM shall strive to get better international recognition, and shHAM shall strive to get better international recognition, and should utilize on ould utilize on 
the high recognition in the local market (taking necessary measuthe high recognition in the local market (taking necessary measures to protect its res to protect its 
intellectual property rights).  The theme of the PR campaign forintellectual property rights).  The theme of the PR campaign for HAMHAM’’ss product product 
shall be based on the exceptional quality and PURITY, organic anshall be based on the exceptional quality and PURITY, organic and wild d wild 
crafting herbs concept, unique ethnic and ancient roots and techcrafting herbs concept, unique ethnic and ancient roots and technological knownological know--
how of the production, manual and knowledge based collection andhow of the production, manual and knowledge based collection and production production 
processes, and references from well known experts/individuals/ofprocesses, and references from well known experts/individuals/officials.  From ficials.  From 
the market overview it is clear that these qualifications are bethe market overview it is clear that these qualifications are becoming less and coming less and 
less common for the suppliers from developing countries, howeverless common for the suppliers from developing countries, however are in  are in  
greater demand, thus represent an opportunity for HAM to have angreater demand, thus represent an opportunity for HAM to have an advantage advantage 
over its competitors.over its competitors.

nn Although there are many opportunities for HAM to pursue, it shouAlthough there are many opportunities for HAM to pursue, it should prioritize ld prioritize 
and focus on ones complementing its mission and goals, and leaveand focus on ones complementing its mission and goals, and leave the others the others 
without hesitation.  Once priorities are identified, HAM should without hesitation.  Once priorities are identified, HAM should invest consistent invest consistent 
and planned effort to achieve the best commercial value from theand planned effort to achieve the best commercial value from the opportunities opportunities 
available. available. 

nn HAM shall assess its capacity and needs very carefully to meet tHAM shall assess its capacity and needs very carefully to meet the requirements he requirements 
of growing sales and production way in advance.of growing sales and production way in advance.


